OBSERVING HURRICANE HARVEY’S
EYEWALL AT LANDFALL
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Wind velocity and radar data collected in Hurricane Harvey’s eyewall at landfall offer
an unprecedented glimpse into the structure of surface winds in a major hurricane.

T

he landfall of Harvey, the first of six major
Atlantic basin hurricanes of 2017, on the Texas
coast ended a record-breaking quiet period
for U.S. major hurricanes dating back to Hurricane
Wilma (2005). Harvey was also the first category 4
hurricane to make landfall on the Texas coast since
Hurricane Carla (1961) (Ho and Miller 1982; Landsea
and Franklin 2013). High oceanic heat content and
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favorable atmospheric conditions in the western Gulf
of Mexico allowed the storm to rapidly intensify into
a category 4 hurricane [115 kt (1 kt ≈ 0.51 m s−1) and
938 mb (1 mb = 1 hPa)] before it made landfall on
San Jose Island on Friday, 25 August in the evening.
Due to the small wind footprint of the storm, the
most severe winds were primarily limited to Aransas,
Calhoun, and Matagorda Counties. Heavy damage
occurred east of Corpus Christi, Texas, in smaller
communities such as Rockport and Fulton, Texas
(Roueche et al. 2018). Harvey then drifted over Texas
for five days under weak steering currents. Its nearly
stationary looping motion meant that the strong
rainbands east of the circulation continuously tapped
a rich supply of Gulf moisture across southeastern
Texas and western Louisiana. This setup led to
record Texas and U.S. storm-event rainfall accumulations, with catastrophic flooding over a wide area of
southeastern Texas (Blake and Zelinsky 2018).
This paper focuses on the first interval of Harvey’s
landfall, presenting a composite assessment of radar
and weather station observations of the storm as it
moved toward and passed over Aransas Bay into
mainland Texas (Fig. 1). Comparison of anemometric
measurements to C-band dual-Doppler data synthesis
during heavy convection expose the suspected influence of weather structures aloft on the surface wind
structure, questioning how well “straight-line wind”
(stationary, neutral) boundary layer profiles can
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serve as targets for similitude for computational and
experimental modeling of surface winds (e.g., Masters
et al. 2010). Finally, the paper presents an atmospheric
sounding in the inner eyewall that appears to have
produced an exceptionally large precipitable water
content for observed values in the continental United
States and one that ultimately presaged the extreme
rain that would flood Houston, Texas, in the days
that followed.
OBSERVING SYSTEMS. Data were collected
by members of the Digital Hurricane Consortium
(DHC) (Fig. 2), which is an ad hoc group of engineers
and scientists that deploys weather stations and
mobile Doppler radars in hurricane landfall regions
to study a diverse range of topics such as hurricane
boundary layer structure (Kosiba et al. 2013; Hirth
et al. 2012; Masters et al. 2010; Knupp et al. 2006;
Wurman and Winslow 1998; Lorsolo et al. 2008),
lightning (Pilkey et al. 2013), inner-core dynamics
(Alford and Biggerstaff 2015; Alford et al. 2016),
and eyewall asymmetries and mesovortices (Wingo
and Knupp 2016). The program collects perishable

meteorological data in the landfall region leading up
to and through the landfall. In addition to supporting
basic science research, these measurements are used
by the operational meteorology, emergency management, and catastrophe modeling communities to
monitor decaying weather conditions at landfall and
to analyze the surface wind field after an event. For
the members of this program, which have collected
surface observations in landfalling storms since the
late 1990s, Harvey was one of the most intense storms
measurements were captured in to date.
A network of 14 federal and state surface observations stations also reside in the landfall region. These
are supplemented by 19 local mesonet stations from
WeatherFlow, the Texas Coastal Ocean Observation
Network (TCOON), and Earth Networks. These
stations collect a range of surface wind data, from
the 15-min averages of the National Ocean Service
(NOS) National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERRS)
sites, for the 3-s data from the Hurricane Hardened
WeatherFlow network. The appendix contains the
metadata (height, sampling characteristics) for the
nonfederal mesonets.

Fig. 1. Map of all in situ and adaptive surface assets deployed for Hurricane
Harvey. Yellow labels indicate stations that did not capture peak winds due
to, for example, station failure/destruction, loss of power, loss of connectivity,
or loss of data. The dataset was significantly enriched by the private mesonet
assets, most notably in the swath of very high impact from Holiday Beach,
through Rockport, and to Port Aransas. The more specialized adaptive and
local mesonet observations proved to be collectively more reliable than the
in situ state and federal networks, yielding a 74% success rate in capturing
peak winds over land vs only 36% for the state and federal sites. Indeed, only
5 federal/state stations (shown in green) out of 14 were online when the peak
winds occurred.
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T H E I N T E R C E P T.
Planning for and conducting field experiments in
tropical storms that form
in the Gulf of Mexico are
complicated by the storm’s
close prox i mit y to t he
coast. Harvey, which rapidly regenerated from a
tropical wave and subsequently intensified into a
major hurricane less than
150 km from the coastline
left little time for teams
to travel from their home
institutions to the projected
landfall site.
Texas Tech University
(TTU) was the first to deploy, sending a team from
Lubbock, Texas, to Corpus
Christi on 23 August 2017
to scout for potential sites
that formed a measurement
array on each side of the
anticipated landfall point,
while ensuring these sites
provided reasonable access
and sufficient elevation to

protect from storm surge and freshwater
f looding. Potential access difficulties forced the team to reposition to
Mustang Island early on 24 August,
where the deployment of StickNets was
initiated. TTU then deployed three additional stations near the more densely
populated areas of Portland, Aransas
Pass, and Copano Village, Texas, followed by a move northward into rural
areas near Port Lavaca, Texas, to complete a total of eight deployments on this
day. The next morning on 25 August,
TTU added three stations to extend the
network northward and anticipate any
northward drift of the landfall point.
As uncertainty in the track guidance
dropped during the day, the team circled back south to densify the mesonet
near Fulton, which is located north of
Rockport and west of Aransas Bay.
On 24 August, teams from the University of Oklahoma (OU) and the
National Severe Storms Laboratory
(NSSL) deployed three vehicles carrying mobile radar, anemometers, and
upper-air measurement equipment,
reaching the Texas coast on the morning of 25 August. The C-band Shared
Mobile Atmospheric Research and
Teaching (SMART) radar was then
deployed near Woodsboro, Texas, along
US 77 to sample the eyewall and innercore structure of the hurricane during
landfall without putting the team in the
direct path or at risk of flooding (Fig. 3).
Radar operations started at 2002 UTC
25 August and concluded at 1430 UTC
26 August. There were two periods during which the radar was down due to
loss of antenna control caused by strong
gusty winds during RHI scans, namely
from 2310 to 2349 UTC and from 0145
to 0312 UTC. In all, more than 16 h
of dual-Doppler coverage with the
Corpus Christi Weather Surveillance
Fig. 2. Observation assets in the DHC (Balderrama et al. 2011;
Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) were
Weiss and Schroeder 2008; Biggerstaff et al 2005, 2017).
obtained during the hurricane’s landfall.
As Harvey approached and made landfall late Harvey’s western precipitation region as conditions
Friday evening, the NSSL Mobile Mesonet launched permitted. The eyewall convection was strongest
two radiosonde soundings near Woodsboro into the on the western quadrant of Harvey and remained
outer rainbands (1954 UTC 25 August and 0136 UTC so during landfall. At approximately 0430 UTC
26 August) and performed several transects through 26 August, a brief transect was made into the outer
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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edge of the western eyewall along US 188 east of
Sinton, Texas. At approximately 0600 UTC 26 August,
conditions permitted the redeployment of the mobile mesonet to a location within Refugio, Texas, to
facilitate both direct surface observations of the eye
and eyewall as it passed over and launching a sounding within the eye itself. At 0716 UTC, the third and
final sounding of the deployment was launched in
Refugio. The mobile mesonet collected 1-s surface
observations from a period spanning roughly from
1830 UTC 25 August to 1630 UTC 26 August.
The Florida Coastal Monitoring Program (FCMP;
Balderrama et al. 2011), which was led by the University of Florida and the University of Maryland,
mobilized four chase vehicles equipped with two
15-m weather stations (T2, T3) late Thursday
afternoon (24 August). Following the 1000 central daylight time (CDT) National Hurricane
Center (NHC) forecast and with consultation with
WeatherPredict Consulting, Inc., the FCMP team
arrived in Port Lavaca on 25 August to initiate deployment of weather station T2 in suburban conditions to
study the wind structure of the roughness sublayer.
Forecast guidance subsequently shifted the landfall
forward approximately 6 h, forcing the team to split
in two to complete the deployment. After consulting
with local authorities and reviewing storm surge and

wave predictions [Advanced Circulation/Simulating
Waves Nearshore (ADCIRC/SWAN)] from the
Coastal Emergency Risks Assessment tool (https://
cera.coastalrisk.live), the first team deployed T3 in the
parking lot of a store located in a suburban neighborhood 500 m from Lavaca Bay. The second FCMP team
drove to Fulton where the Center of Severe Weather
Research (CSWR) had recently arrived to deploy the
X-band Doppler on Wheels 8 (DOW8) radar and multiple weather stations. Coordinating with the Aransas
County Airport manager, both teams deployed on
site in the afternoon. The FCMP deployed T2 at the
western edge of the runway, which presented nominally 500–1,500 m of open exposure (smooth, flat terrain) in the expected prevailing wind direction. The
weather stations collected data continuously through
landfall, capturing five levels of 3D ultrasonic wind
data at the T2 and T3 sites, respectively.
CSWR advance teams scouted locations for DOW8
and pods along the coastline from Corpus Christi to
Long Mott, Texas, settling on the Aransas Airport as
the closest well-exposed, low-horizon site to the anticipated landfall point. CSWR deployed DOW8 and two
pods on a taxiway at the airport, and two additional
pods on the bridge across the inlet between Copano
and Aransas Bays a few kilometers to the north.
DOW8 raised a masted anemometer to a height of
8 m AGL. The DOW8 radar collected data
from 2220 UTC 25 August to 0203 UTC
26 August and then again from inside the
eye from 0356 to 0540 UTC 26 August. The
DOW8 anemometer collected data from
the start of the deployment at ~2200 UTC
25 August until approximately 0700 UTC
26 August, and the pods collected data
from the start of the deployment until
they were hit by debris, which varied by
pod from ~0130 to 0230 UTC 26 August.

F ig . 3. Radar reflectivity at 1.0° elevation angle from the
SMART radar (SR2) at 0012 UTC 26 Aug 2017 showing the location of Harvey’s eye relative to the dual-Doppler lobes (black
circles) in which the three-dimensional flow can be retrieved.
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DOPPLER RADAR ANALYSIS. As
noted in the National Hurricane Center
tropical cyclone report for Hurricane
Harvey (Blake and Zelinsky 2018), mesovortices were observed during landfall.
Dual-Doppler analysis (Fig. 4) shows
several inner-core rainbands that likely developed in association with vortex Rossby
waves (Abdullah 1966; Montgomery and
Kallenbach 1997; Chen and Yau 2001;
Corbosiero et al. 2006; Menelaou and
Yau 2014; Gao and Zhu 2016) that were
emanating from asymmetries in the
eyewall convection, numerous rapidly

Fig. 4. Dual-Doppler analysis of the OU SR2 and KCPR WSR-88D at 0314 UTC showing (a) the tangential component of the wind overlaid on radar reflectivity, (b) the radial component of the wind overlaid on radar reflectivity, and (c) wind speed contours overlaid on vertical vorticity. (d) The 0313 UTC KCRP WSR-88D dealiased
radial velocity at 0.5° elevation angle. Note the different scales for the 20 m s−1 wind speed in (a) and (b). The
large red dot in (a) and (b) indicates the estimated location of the center of the eye. The smaller purple dot in
all panels is the location of the T2 tower deployed by the FCMP.

developing outer rainbands, the eyewall itself, and
a handful of mesocyclone-scale vortices that circulated along the interior of the eyewall. These features
(Figs. 4a,b) propagated azimuthally along the radial
gradient in vorticity (Fig. 4c) and appeared to lead to
the formation of sheared vortex Rossby waves radially
outward from the eyewall. The waves in the interior
of the eyewall were associated with regions of strong
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

radial inflow and outflow (Fig. 4b), suggesting the
waves redistributed momentum in the eyewall region.
The transport of high-entrophy air from the eye into
the eyewall is thought to enhance local convective instability (Braun 2002; Persing and Montgomery 2003;
Eastin et al. 2005). Indeed, similarly to the mesovortex
observed over water in Hurricane Hugo (Black and
Marks 1991; Marks et al. 2008), the mesovortex
MAY 2019
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observed in Harvey at 0314
UTC was near the inner edge
of a strong reflectivity core
in the eyewall convection.
However, the mesovortex in
Harvey also formed near the
land–ocean interface where
enhanced low-level convergence from the change in surface roughness (Hirth et al.
2012) would have further enhanced low-level vorticity.
It is possible that the vortex
Rossby wave generated by the
convective asymmetry in the
eyewall of Harvey produced
a vorticity perturbation that
was stretched by a low-level
updraft fed by the boundary layer convergence along
the land–ocean interface. A
similar evolution was observed during the landfall
of Hurricane Hermine in
2016 (Alford and Biggerstaff
F ig . 5. Radar observations by the DOW8 mobile radar (Wurman and
2017). In Hermine, low-level
Kosiba 2018).
convergence along the
ocean–land interface led
to the development of a
cyclonic eddy along the
inner edge of the eyewall and a 20% increase
in the wind speed. The
Harvey mesovortex was
also associated with a
reflectivity filament that
extended inward toward
the center of circulation.
Aberson et al. (2006)
noted a similar reflectivity feature for a mesovortex found along the inner
edge of the eyewall of
Hurricane Isabel.
Over water, extreme
gusts and strong vertical drafts have been
Fig. 6. Maximum sustained wind speeds and gusts (m s –1) in the storm for all
previously documented
fixed, portable, and mobile observation platforms that captured peak winds at
in meso- and misovorsome point during Harvey’s landfall. The U.S. Air Force (USAF) reconnaissance
tices near hurricane eyeflight data are the maxima observed in the eyewall during Stepped Frequency
walls (Marks et al. 2008;
Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) transects and the lowest 150-m averages of
Aberson et al. 2017).
the eyewall dropsondes. Data in this figure represent a variety of observational
Mesovortices near the
techniques and averaging times that are detailed in the appendix.
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land–sea interface, such as the one observed in
Harvey, were documented previously in Tropical
Cyclone Oliva by Black et al. (1999). In Olivia, a
mesovortex produced several 3-s gusts larger than
102 m s–1 on the interior edge of the eyewall with gust
factors, namely the ratio of the short-duration peak
to the mean of its record, that exceed 2.5 times the
background flow. In contrast to Hurricane Harvey,
comparison between radar-derived wind fields,
precipitation structure, and ground-based in situ
observations was not possible for that storm.
Additional mesovortices in Harvey were observed
by CSWR DOW8 before and after the eyewall passed
their location. Before to the passage of the eye,
DOW8 conducted shallow volumes scans (0.5°, 1.0°,
1.5° elevation) with short gates (12.5 m) and reduced
range (12.5 km) to capture the evolution of coherent
boundary layer structures, such as hurricane boundary layer streaks and rolls (Wurman and Winslow.
1998; Morrison et al. 2005; Lorsolo et al. 2008; Kosiba
et al. 2013). The DOW collected approximately 4 h of
data in this mode before the antenna failed due to the
strong winds. By 0356 UTC, once DOW8 was in the
eye, the winds at the DOW8 location had subsided and
scanning resumed. DOW8 conducted fast surveillance
scans at ~1° elevation, with 50-m gates and 50-km
range, from inside the eye of Harvey (Fig. 5). The range

of the mesovortices from the 0.9°-beamwidth DOW
varied from less than 5 to almost 20 km. This allowed
a fine temporal scale in the observation and tracking
of several eyewall mesovortices (5–8 km in diameter)
(Fig. 5). Additionally, tornado-scale vortices (TSVs),
with diameters of approximately 1 km, were observed
in the eyewall (Fig. 5c). These TSVs were associated
with some of the most intense near-surface Doppler
velocities observed by the CSWR team inland and
are suspected to correlate with regions of enhanced
damage (Wurman and Kosiba 2018).
THE SURFACE WIND FIELD. Figure 6 presents
the sustained and peak gust wind speed measurements
for the adaptive and fixed observational networks. It is
evident from the magnitudes shown that the highest
wind speeds were confined to approximately 30 km
on either side of the track. The highest wind speed
observations in the storm were measured in the Fulton
and Rockport areas, where extreme damage occurred.
Figure 7 shows photographs taken approximately
300 m north of DOW8 and FCMP T2.
Figure 8 shows the measured wind speeds from
four observations collected by the FCMP and CSWR
assets located 500 m apart at the site. The 3-s movingaverage gust speed reached 65 m s –1 at the 15-m
elevation in open exposure conditions. The American

Fig. 7. Damage to buildings and cars (yellow boxes) near the DOW8 location at the Aransas County
Airport (Wurman and Kosiba 2018).
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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Fig. 8. Anemometric records obtained at the Aransas County Airport in Fulton.

Fig . 9. The 20-min record of (a) wind speed and (b) wind direction collected
by FCMP tower T2 starting at 0304 UTC. The red and blue records are 3-s
segmented (block) averages, whereas the gray velocity traces correspond to
instantaneous (10 Hz) records from the ultrasonic anemometer. The wind monitor and ultrasonic anemometer were both located 15 m AGL.
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Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) 7 (2016) bounds the
design wind speed for the
Texas coastal region between
Corpus Christi and Houston
between 63 and 67 m s–1 (3-s
gust at 10 m in open exposure terrain). This value corresponds to a 700-yr mean
recurrence interval, or a 1/700
likelihood, that these wind
speeds will be exceeded in
a given year. Surface-level
data collected by the Digital Hurricane Consortium
approached this threshold,
making it one of only a few
storms in the last two decades
to produce winds sufficiently
extreme to test modern building codes and standards.
Figure 9 shows the wind
speed and direction for the
20-min interval containing
the two largest gusts measured by the wind monitor
and ultrasonic anemometer
of T2 at 15 m AGL. The records, which were obtained
during the same interval as
Fig. 4, immediately preceded
the passage of the eyewall.
Around 0314 UTC (halfway through the record),
the OU radar retrieved wind
speeds of 57 m s–1 at 500 m
over the site, which was located in a region of strong
c yclonic shea r t hat was
slightly upwind of the strongest winds that exceeded
80 m s–1 at 500-m altitude.
The cyclonic shear was evident both in the tangential
winds along the inner edge
of the eyewall (Fig. 4a) and
in azimuthal gradients in
the radial wind (Fig. 4b). A
reflectivity filament attached
to the strongest shear zone
and extending into the eye
of Harvey was also evident
near T2. Within 2 min, the

asymmetries were associated with mesovortices
(Fig. 4d), one of which passed close to T2.
Wurman and Kosiba (2018) link 500–750-s periodicity in anemometer observation to the passage of
mesovortices. Similarly, three pronounced (>30 m s–1)
variations in the T2 gust records occur beginning at
around 0305, 0311, and 0321 UTC (Fig. 9a). While these
variations cannot be explicitly linked to the presence
of the mesovortex, it does raise a question about how
the phenomenology of kilometer-scale storm features
informs our understanding of extreme winds. For
example, the dominant assumption in the design of
buildings and other structures is that velocity records

can be considered as weakly stationary, and thus
describable by an established power spectral density
model (e.g., von Kármán 1948). These features, which
last up to 2 min and span several kilometers in scale,
are not expected to be captured by spectral models calibrated to mechanical turbulence generated by terrain.
Furthermore, the effect of localized nonstationarity can be seen in the comparison of the observed gust
factors (GF) to their theoretical equivalents in Fig. 10.
The plot shows six GF plots calculated from a 10-min
window that starts at 0304 UTC, with each plot successively shifting by 2 min. Data were linearly detrended to
remove the nonstationary trend in the mean, and gust

Fig. 10. Gust factor analysis of 10-min wind records obtained from FCMP tower T2 from (top left) 0304
to (bottom right) 0314 UTC at 2-min intervals. The theoretical GF models were generated from the
roughness length z 0 calculated from the longitudinal turbulence intensity.
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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averages were obtained from a moving average if at least
80% of the data were available. This second step was
necessary because the Gill WindMasterPro ultrasonic
has a published rating of 0–65 m s–1 (0–145 mph); however, instantaneous (0.1 s) velocities reached 78–86 m s–1
(174–191 mph). Gill subsequently confirmed the validity
of the measurements after reviewing our data, notwithstanding interference from the probe head, and estimated that the measurement error would be 6%–9% in
the peak wind measurements (R. McKay 2018, personal
communication). With the exception of the 0312 UTC
plot, the ultrasonic and wind monitor records match
reasonably well, with some variation being attributed
to missing data in the ultrasonic record.
The effect of the third pronounced variation (onset
at 0321 UTC) in the surface flow is clearly seen in
the bottom-right plot. The longitudinal turbulence
intensity for the six plots range from 16% to 19%,
which aligns with open exposure. However, the 3-s
gust factor approaches 1.7, whereas the model predicts
1.46–1.49 for a roughness length z0 = [0.05, 0.08] m,
and Wurman and Kosiba (2018) report 3-s gust factors at the DOW of 1.51. Inspection of higher-order
statistical moments of the wind velocity time histories
found non-Gaussian behavior, which is not expected
to occur in smooth open terrain. The skewness and
kurtosis values of the detrended record are 0.57 and
3.97, respectively. This finding may point to the need
to incorporate non-Gaussian models (Kwon and
Kareem 2009; Fernández-Cabán and Masters 2017)
as a first approximation to capture the effects of

Fig. 11. Sounding in the inner eyewall from a launch near
Refugio at 0716 UTC 26 Aug 2017 obtained by the NSSL
and OU teams. The circular hodograph represents a
0–3-km storm-relative helicity value of −1,847 m2 s–2, and
the total profile contains 8.3 cm of precipitable water.
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storm features not expected to occur in straight-line
winds. Ultimately, it underscores the need to shift
from engineering methods (which apply principles of
boundary layer meteorology and signal processing) to
physics-based numerical weather prediction tools that
use computational fluid dynamics models (e.g., largeeddy simulation) to predict/hindcast surface flows.
PRECIPITABLE WATER CONTENT. A unique
aspect of the deployment to Hurricane Harvey was
the ability to obtain a vertical sounding from inside
the closed eye structure. Even though it is not the first
sounding of this kind (Franklin et al. 1988), surfacebased soundings in hurricanes, specifically in the
eye or eyewall of hurricanes, are a rare occurrence.
McCaul (1991) has indeed stated that rawinsonde observation data inside the core regions of hurricanes are
lacking but would be very useful in characterizing the
environment of landfalling systems. Given the spacing
of the RAOB network and the difficulty of launching
soundings in hurricane conditions, McCaul further
argued that mobile in situ crews would be a potential source for these soundings. Understanding the
inner-core environment of landfalling hurricanes is
paramount to issues such as tornadoes during landfall
of tropical cyclones (Curtis 2004; Baker et al. 2009).
While dropsondes are regularly utilized by NOAA
to facilitate measurements of the vertical profile of
hurricanes and their environment, such observations are collected mostly over the open ocean and
never within the eyewall of a landfalling hurricane.
Moreover, the slow ascent rate (nominally 5 m s−1) of
a balloonborne upsondes provides much finer details
of the vertical structure of landfalling hurricanes and
their environment than the 11–21 m s−1 descent speeds
of dropsondes. Given the need for observational data
at a high temporal frequency and at small ranges from
the hurricane center, a mobile sounding vehicle was
used to obtain several vertical profiles throughout the
course of the landfall of Hurricane Harvey.
After positioning it in Refugio ahead of the approaching eye, a radiosonde was launched at 0716 UTC
26 August in the inner-eyewall boundary to the calm
eye center (Fig. 11). The balloon rose with an average
velocity of approximately 2 m s–1 and proceeded to follow the inner-eyewall boundary when it traversed the
entire circumference of the eye, passing directly over
the launch point roughly 50 min later at an altitude
of roughly 7.5 km. Due to the structure of the winds
around the hurricane circulation, the hodograph was
plotted as a nearly complete circle, making 1.25 revolutions around the eyewall before the balloon burst at
an altitude of 9.6 km and a pressure of 307 mb. The

observed hodograph led to storm relative helicity
(SRH) values of −1,847 m2 s–2 in the 0–3-km layer and
−758 m2 s–2 in the 0–1-km layer, while the thermodynamic profile showed saturated conditions for the
entire flight. For context, values of 300–400 m2 s–2 for
0–3-km SRH represent typically significant severe
weather days in the central plains of the United States.
Precipitable water is defined as a measure of the
depth of liquid water at the surface that would result
if all water vapor were precipitated out in a column.
As a more practical use, the value is used to gauge
the moisture content of the atmosphere and assess a
flooding risk. With the saturated conditions and low
surface pressure, the precipitable water content was
measured at 8.28 cm for the Hurricane Harvey sounding at 0716 UTC. To place this value into context, it
is likely the highest precipitable water value observed
from a standard radiosonde flight without data errors
in the continental United States (CONUS) according
to the sounding climatology archive maintained by
the Storm Prediction Center (Rogers et al. 2014).
Strictly speaking, there are several soundings in the
archive with values higher than 8.28 cm, but these
soundings are either incomplete or contain obvious
errors, which led to artificially inflated precipitable
water values. The climatology of soundings can be
used to delineate a risk of heavy rain, and observed
values above the 75th percentile are an indication
of a strong possibility of very heavy rain. Generally,
values above 5.08 cm suggest excessive rainfall and
that flooding may be a concern (J. Kurtz, NWS Senior
Forecaster, 2018, personal communication).
This sounding, and others obtained for Hurricane
Harvey, demonstrate the extreme environment present in landfalling tropical systems. Furthermore,
rapid changes in this environment occur when
approaching the center of circulation. More observations of this environment and the changes it
undergoes as the system transitions to extratropical
are needed to fully understand the landfalling process
and the associated risks it presents.
CONCLUSIONS. Extreme winds with gusts over
60 m s–1 were found along the inner edge of the eyewall
of Hurricane Harvey during landfall. Based on dualDoppler wind retrievals from a SMART radar and the
NWS WSR-88D in Corpus Christi. These winds appear to be associated with the passage of a mesovortex
observed along the inner edge of the eyewall of Harvey.
A DOW radar that operated within the eye of Harvey
as it passed over land documented the finer-scale
structure of later mesovortices, finding that individual
mesovortices had diameters of 5–8 km with embedded
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

tornado-scale vortices on the order of 1 km in diameter (Wurman and Kosiba 2018). Analysis of the time
series of wind records from in situ tower instruments
indicated that the 3-s gust factor associated with the
observed presence of mesovortices reached a value of
1.7, which is considerably higher than the 1.46–1.49
gust factor derived from theoretical turbulence models
for a ten-minute record in these terrain conditions.
While extreme winds have been observed in mesovortices along the inner eyewall of other hurricanes, this
study is one of the first to present a wind record and
gust analysis along with dual-Doppler wind retrievals
and detailed radar analysis from ground-based observing systems during landfall of a major hurricane.
Additionally, a sounding taken in the eye of Harvey
yielded an unprecedented amount of precipitable water
for atmospheric soundings over the continental United
States. Integrated observations of such detail are rather
rare within the environment of landfalling hurricanes,
yet such observations are important to documenting
the internal structure of hurricanes and improving
plans to mitigate their impact. Moreover, such datasets
can be used to validate numerical simulations of hurricane structure at landfall, which would contribute to
greater forecast accuracy of extreme impacts at shorter
time and space scales.
While flooding from storm surge remains one
of the greatest risk factors during hurricane landfall
(Rappaport 2014), inland flooding caused by rainbands,
the inner-core precipitation, and the eyewall can also
lead to a significant number of fatalities in the United
States (Rappaport 2000). As the coastal and nearby
regions continue to grow in population (Crossett et al.
2004), it will be more difficult to conduct large-area
evacuations. While current evacuations are based on
storm surge forecasts, as future quantitative surface
wind and precipitation forecasts become more accurate, that information may also assist emergency managers in developing targeted evacuation guidance. Even
if a coastal location is not expected to be inundated by
surge, the analysis provided here indicates that there
remains the threat of extreme winds from mesovortices
along the inner edge of the eyewall. It is important to
recognize that observation and characterization of
the finescale structures within landfalling tropical
cyclones are required to achieve an enhanced level of
situational awareness.
A major challenge to collecting integrated observations like those documented here is the need
to support programs that collect data during the
event. In particular, non–federal agency observing
platforms have few avenues for obtaining support for
such deployments. The variability in the number of
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landfalling major hurricanes, which may be zero for
several consecutive years, gives appropriate pause to
reviewers of proposals submitted through the normal grants process. Programs like Rapid Response
Research (RAPID), sponsored by the National Science
Foundation, tend to focus on collecting data after a
disaster instead of during. For instance, the SMART
radar team was awarded a RAPID proposal to reimburse their Harvey deployment a few weeks after
collecting data during the landfall of Irma.
Given the short lead times of targets of opportunity, even the special agency programs that
are established to fund urgent data collection currently cannot provide timely input for go–no-go
deployment decisions in which significant financial
resources must be obligated. Consequently, the
collection of specialized high-temporal- and highspatial-resolution observations needed to further our
physical understanding, validate simulated physical
processes in numerical models, and improve forecasts

and warnings of catastrophic events is severely limited. A paradigm shift in the ability of federal agencies
to support high-impact, but infrequent, near-zero
lead-time data collection is required if progress is to
be made in addressing the many research questions
and their applications described above. Both research
and operational agencies should strive to develop appropriate mechanisms to support these operations.
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APPENDIX: NEAR-SURFACE MEASUREMENTS AND METADATA FROM FIXED AND
ADAPTIVE MESONETS. Metadata (latitude and longitude, measurement height, etc.) for each adaptive
and fixed observational station are shown in Tables A1–A7.
Table A1. Metadata for the deployed stations during Hurricane Harvey.
Mesonet

Station
name

Station
ID

Landmark

Lat (°)

Lon (°)

Height Averaging
Gust
(m) period (min) duration (s)

FCMP/towers

FCMP T2

FCMP T2

Rockport

28.088 80

−97.051 20

15

1

3

FCMP/towers

FCMP T3

FCMP T3

Port Lavaca

28.611 90

−96.625 20

15

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0102A

TT0102A

Portland

27.879 36

−97.294 33

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0103A

TT0103A

Aransas Pass

27.909 26

−97.132 04

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0104A

TT0104A

Rockport

28.110 96

−97.026 72

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0105A

TT0105A

Austwell

28.339 00

−96.929 54

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0106A

TT0106A

Seadrift

28.439 35

−96.727 60

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0108A

TT0108A

Trade winds

28.033 84

−97.239 83

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0110A

TT0110A

Austwell

28.409 05

−96.869 99

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0111A

TT0111A

Port Alto

28.662 49

−96.415 18

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0112A

TT0112A

Port Lavaca

28.588 47

−96.627 65

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0213A

TT0213A

Corpus Christi

27.704 09

−97.150 87

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0214A

TT0214A

Corpus Christi

27.586 05

−97.218 06

2

1

3

TTU/StickNet

TT0220A

TT0220A

Woodsboro

28.161 17

−97.209 79

2

1

3

CSWR/DOW

DOW8 Ano

DOW8

Rockport

28.086 88

−97.046 72

8

1

3

CSWR/pod

PodB

PodB

Rockport

28.083 65

−97.043 65

1

1

3

CSWR/pod

PodC

PodC

Rockport

28.088 93

−97.043 19

1

1

3

CSWR/pod

PodD

PodD

Rockport

28.110 70

−97.026 66

1

1

3

NSSL

Mobile
mesonet

Probe 1

Woodsboro

28.044 00

−97.332 10

3

1

3

NSSL

Mobile
mesonet

Probe 1

Woodsboro

28.224 20

−97.345 30

3

1

3

Table A2. Maximum wind speed data from the deployed stations deployed during Hurricane Harvey.
Station ID

Height
(m)

Max wind
(m s –1)

Averaging
period (min)

Max gust
(m s –1)

Gust
duration (s)

Captured
peak

FCMP/towers

FCMP T2

15

49

1

63 (65*)

3

Yes

FCMP/towers

FCMP T3

15

23

1

30

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0102A

2

26

1

34

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0103A

2

36

1

48

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0104A

2

35

1

45

3

No

TTU/StickNet

TT0105A

2

37

1

46

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0106A

2

29

1

39

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0108A

2

37

1

44

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0110A

2

35

1

46

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0111A

2

21

1

27

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0112A

2

23

1

30

3

Yes

Mesonet

TTU/StickNet

TT0213A

2

34

1

41

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0214A

2

27

1

35

3

Yes

TTU/StickNet

TT0220A

2

38

1

44

3

No

CSWR/DOW

DOW8

8

46

1

60

3

Yes

CSWR/pod

PodB

1

25

1

35

3

No

CSWR/pod

PodC

1

25

1

34

3

No

CSWR/pod

PodD

1

33

1

44

3

No

NSSL

Probe 1

3

34

1

42

3

Yes

NSSL

Probe 1

3

31

1

39

3

Yes

* Based on a moving average of 1 Hz collected by an R. M. Young monitor.

Table A3. Metadata for the mesonet stations during Hurricane Harvey.
Mesonet

Height Averaging
Gust
(m)
period (min) duration (s)

Station name

Station ID

Lat (°)

Lon (°)

Earth Networks

Dow Chemical

SDRFT

28.524 87

−96.773 77

11

2

2

Earth Networks

First Community
Bank

CCFCB

27.796 30

−97.392 13

65

2

2

Earth Networks

KRIS TV

KRIST

27.792 37

−97.401 17

11

2

2

Earth Networks

Matagorda Bay
Pilots

MGBPS

28.438 06

−96.415 83

12

2

2

Earth Networks

Mike Shaw Kia

CRPMS

27.697 50

−97.347 77

9

2

2

Earth Networks

Texas Maritime
Museum

RCKPR

28.026 69

−97.049 47

8

2

2

TAMU/TCOON

Aransas Pass Tower

143701

27.837 00

−97.039 00

14

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Aransas Wildlife
Refuge

AWRT2

28.227 73

−96.796 58

12

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Copano Bay

CPNT2

28.114 44

−97.024 39

9

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Lavaca Bay

VCAT2

28.640 51

−96.609 76

6

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Nueces Bay

NUET2

27.832 18

−97.485 06

6

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Packery Channel

PACT2

27.634 57

−97.236 96

11

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Port Aransas

RTAT2

27.839 75

−97.072 70

11

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Port O’Connor

PCNT2

28.445 81

−96.395 51

9

2

5

TAMU/TCOON

Seadrift Harbor

SDRT2

28.407 30

−96.712 20

10

2

5

WeatherFlow

Corpus Christi

XCRP

27.599 03

−97.304 49

10

1

3

WeatherFlow

Laguna Shores

XLAG

27.637 16

−97.286 78

10

1

3

WeatherFlow

Matagorda Bay

XMGB

28.591 07

−95.982 64

6

1

3

WeatherFlow

Wildcat

XWLD

27.867 03

−97.322 57

5

5

3

Table A4. Maximum wind speed data from the mesonet stations during Hurricane Harvey.

Mesonet

Station ID

Height
(m)

Max wind
(m s –1)

Averaging
period
(min)

Max gust
(m s –1)

Gust
duration
(s)

Captured
peak

Earth Networks

SDRFT

11

24

2

40

2

No

Earth Networks

CCFCB

65

30

2

45

2

Yes

Earth Networks

KRIST

11

17

2

32

2

Yes

Earth Networks

MGBPS

12

14

2

21

2

No

Earth Networks

CRPMS

9

15

2

24

2

No

Earth Networks

RCKPR

8

21

2

34

2

No

TAMU/TCOON

143701

14

47

2

56

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

AWRT2

12

35

2

47

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

CPNT2

9

37

2

49

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

VCAT2

6

27

2

34

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

NUET2

6

26

2

33

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

PACT2

11

29

2

37

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

RTAT2

11

26

2

35

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

PCNT2

9

27

2

35

5

Yes

TAMU/TCOON

SDRT2

10

27

2

37

5

Yes

WeatherFlow

XCRP

10

24

1

34

3

Yes

WeatherFlow

XLAG

10

27

1

36

3

Yes

WeatherFlow

XMGB

6

25

1

29

3

Yes

WeatherFlow

XWLD

5

25

5

33

3

No

Table A5. Metadata for the state and federal stations during Hurricane Harvey.
Averaging
Gust
period
duration
(min)
(s)

Network

Station name

Station ID

Lat (°)

Lon (°)

Height
(m)

FAA/AWOS

Corpus Christi
NAS

KNGP

27.687 90

−97.291 60

10

—

—

FAA/AWOS

Mustang Beach

KRAS

27.808 30

−97.085 30

10

—

—

FAA/AWOS

Port Lavaca

KPKV

28.649 90

−96.679 90

10

—

—

Port Aransas Pier

PTAT2

27.825 91

−97.050 64

15

2

3

NOS/OOPS

Bob Hall Pier

MQTT2

27.581 02

−97.216 50

12

2

5

NOS/OOPS

Matagorda Bay
Entrance

138488

28.422 00

−96.327 00

12

2

5

NOS/OOPS

Rockport

RCPT2

28.019 80

−97.048 10

7

2

5

NOS/OOPS

South Bird Island–
NPS

IRDT2

27.484 70

−97.318 10

11

2

5

NOS/NERRS

Aransas Pass
Channel

MIST2

27.838 10

−97.050 30

9

15

—

NOS/NERRS

Copano East

MAXT2

28.132 35

−97.034 44

6

15

5

NWS/ASOS

Aransas Airport

KRKP

28.083 70

−97.046 70

10

2

3

NWS/ASOS

Corpus Christi Intl

KCRP

27.773 40

−97.513 00

10

2

3

USFS/RAWS

Aransas NWR

AFWT2

28.304 44

−96.823 33

6

10

5

USFS/RAWS

Matagorda Island

MIRT2

28.122 78

−96.802 22

6

10

5

NDBC/C-MAN
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Table A6. Maximum wind speed data from the state and federal stations during Hurricane Harvey.
Network

Station ID

Height
(m)

Max wind
(m s –1)

Averaging
period (min)

Max gust
(m s –1)

Gust
duration (s)

Captured
peak

FAA/AWOS

KNGP

10

28

—

33

—

No

FAA/AWOS

KRAS

10

24

—

30

—

No

FAA/AWOS

KPKV

10

17

—

22

—

No

NDBC/C-MAN

PTAT2

15

43

2

56

3

Yes

NOS/OOPS

MQTT2

12

25

2

33

5

Yes

NOS/OOPS

138488

12

28

2

34

5

Yes

NOS/OOPS

RCPT2

7

30

2

48

5

No

NOS/OOPS

IRDT2

11

24

2

32

5

Yes

NOS/NERRS

MIST2

9

43

15

0

—

No

NOS/NERRS

MAXT2

6

37

15

52

5

No

NWS/ASOS

KRKP

10

23

2

31

3

No

NWS/ASOS

KCRP

10

22

2

28

3

No

USFS/RAWS

AFWT2

6

23

10

48

5

Yes

USFS/RAWS

MIRT2

6

23

10

37

5

No

Table A7. Maximum wind speed data from aircraft reconnaissance mission SFMR and dropsonde
observations during Hurricane Harvey.
Station name

Station name and
measurement

Mission 19/Ob 17
Mission 19/Ob 35

Wind speed
(m s –1)

Averaging
period (s)

WL150

61

—

WL150

58

—

−96.900 00

WL150

62

—

−96.900 00

WL150

52

—

WL150

57

—

Surface

58

10

54

10

Surface

55

10

Surface

54

10

−96.967 00

Surface

55

10

−97.050 00

Surface

53

10

28.083 00

−96.733 00

Surface

56

10

28.150 00

−96.717 00

Surface

55

10

Lat (°)

Lon (°)

Level

KNHC: Dropsonde

27.650 00

−96.530 00

KNHC: Dropsonde

27.900 00

−96.750 00

Mission 20/Ob 04

KNHC: Dropsonde

28.020 00

Mission 20/Ob 06

KNHC: Dropsonde

27.800 00

Mission 20/Ob 15

KNHC: Dropsonde

27.960 00

−96.940 00

Mission 19/Ob 29

KNHC: SFMR

27.667 00

−96.717 00

Mission 19/Ob 42

KNHC: SFMR

27.867 00

−96.567 00

Surface

Mission 20/Ob 13

KNHC: SFMR

28.050 00

−96.717 00

Mission 20/Ob 14

KNHC: SFMR

27.767 00

−96.917 00

Mission 20/Ob 18

KNHC: SFMR

27.833 00

Mission 20/Ob 18

KNHC: SFMR

27.933 00

Mission 20/Ob 19

KNHC: SFMR

Mission 20/Ob 25

KNHC: SFMR
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